SAF TC Meeting
Thursday Apr 8, 2010
	Roll call. Attendee list:
	Alvin, Stavros, Paul
	Vote on minutes referred –no quorum.
	Outreach
	Paul for DMTF: Mike was to bring it to alliance committee but there is more to that. The alliance chair said we must find advocates within the incubator. Then we take the proposal to the alliance committee.

Three members who might help: Marv, CA, Mark, IBM, Hiro, Fujitsu. Paul volunteers to discuss this with Marv. If we could also have Jacques step forward on this for support.
Maybe not go to the incubator cause it will close down eventually. We should go to the interfaces workgroup. Should Symptoms focus on the interfaces interactions –output from interface calls for example?
Next steps: reach out to our representatives. Make a proposal from what we already have and then submit to the alliance committee. Get Jacques and Mark DMTF representatives, and Paul as SAF representative.
	People may have made up their minds about SAF and it would be difficult to re-educate them on what SAF is really about.
	We should consider a webcast on SAF for Cloud business alignment but only after we discuss with DMTF to get more traction through the endorsement.


	DMTF use cases
	A number of DMTF use cases have been mapped to our business alignment scenarios (Jeff + Stavros). We should try to get feedback from Mark cause he was heavily involved in these DMTF use cases
	General scenario is that the Provider provides Protocols, Consumer provides Syndromes, Diagnostician can come from any party but usually from Provider, Practitioners should be at the Provider -depending on what they do!


	Slidedeck
	Stavros prepared a more generic slidedeck with an illustration of how Symptoms works. Comments from the call (mostly Paul)
	Emphasize the iterative approach of SAF
	add clarification that the Diagnostician will typically be provided by the Provider, along with authoring tools
	emphasize that symptoms can come mechanically from low level simple entities or derived from higher level entities and work together to create added value. Entities might not even know they participate in the SAF directly –they just dumbly emit Symptoms!
	keep two slidedeck versions, one higher business level, and one with more technical focus


	Action Items
	Paul to reach out to Marv and Mike.
	Stavros to reach out to Jacques and Hiro.

Paul and Stavros to work on presentation with Stavros to first tweak the slidedeck and broadcast
	Paul to prepare and discuss in next call an interesting SAF cloud scenario

	Adjournment
	25 minutes late!




